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Expandability is an essential feature in every modern broadcast installation. A multi-definition master control system 
should ideally be scalable from a very simple SDI A/B switcher up to a full-blown mix/wipe/key/DVE/clock insertion master 
control combination simply by adding different modules. This makes the whole system very flexible and configurable to 
individual clients' requirements. Equally importantly, it should be inherently easy to reconfigure to accommodate extra 
channels or a changing operational environment such as greater automation.  
 
Numerous decisions need to be considered when planning a multi-definition master control switching system. Starting 
with the up-front considerations of audio and vision switching, the system planner needs to consider the requirement 
options for automation, embedded audio, voiceover, downstream keying, and animated or static logo generation. Power 
supply redundancy and fail-safe relay bypass then need to be factored in along with audio monitoring, file transfer 
interfacing, manual/motorised control panel facilities and so on. Modular thinking does not necessarily mean you are 
obliged to implement modular solutions but the great strength of modular kit is the ease with which it can be rescaled to 
match increased demand or modified to meet an unanticipated requirement.  

Gearing for 1080p 
The most important decisions in any multi-definition system structure are at what points to upconvert or downconvert, 
where to operate in dual-resolution, and how the resultant process paths will impact overall operation if any one module 
or side-chain should fail. With 1080p looking increasingly likely to become the worldwide standard for programme 
origination, a cautious system integrator may well structure the entire master control system to operate at 1080p and 
leave all the downconversion processing to the point immediately prior to playout. A well-designed modular system 
should allow integrators to make these judgements for themselves rather than have them imposed by the rigidity of 
predefined hardware.  
 
Multichannel presentation suites need fast and efficient control over channel branding logos, including the ability to 
handle static and animated artwork. We have been able to accommodate six logo generation modules into a single 1 U 
chassis, enabling a full-scale multichannel system to be created quickly and easily with practically unlimited expansion 
capability. Still and animated programme channel idents can be prepared rapidly from industry-standard TARGA files. 
These can be saved to to non-volatile RAM with sufficient capacity for up to 64 logos. Dual-input squeezback processing 
with integrated keying is another essential presentation requirement. Real-time delivery with picture-in-picture and 
imagesqueeze applications are possible, including real-time horizontal and vertical resizing effects, individually or 
simultaneously.  
 
With a modular approach, a single design can be equally effective in a broadcast, post-production or telecine application 
and is ideally suited for single or multichannel operation.  

External control 
The ability to control broadcast equipment from an external PC is particularly vital in the case of a master control switcher. 
It should ideally permit a complete 'health check' to be performed on new and existing installations, with automatic repair 
of any wrongly set parameters. Logging facilities should also be incorporated to assist integration with third-party 
automation systems. IP-based fault-finding is increasingly taken for granted by systems integrators, enabling individual 
modules to indeed an entire network to be checked from by a remote engineer. A long-term goal for this technology is the 
ability to monitor the whole system automatically using out-of-boundary sensing of key operation parameters which can 
then trigger switchover to a standby channel or request a human response.  
 
Maintaining signal legalisation is just as essential in HD presentation as in SD, in fact considerably more so given the 
ease with which HD audiences can see artifacts when viewing on large-size picture displays. Full 10-bit processing is 
essential in a legaliser, enabling the presentation controller to ensure that the master output feed is within the levels set 
for the target delivery chain or transmitter. Features to look for include independent adjustment of hard and soft clipping 
levels along with independent controllable of luma gain, chroma gain and black level and eight power-protected user 
memories.  
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Catering for multiple aspect ratios is particularly important in multi-definition master control. Selected safe-area markers 
are normally superimposed onto the HDTV video feed which can then be viewed on a monitor display without being 
visible on the main transmission output. Commonly used guidelines include safe-action and safe-title areas; centre 
markers (short and full screen); moveable horizontal and vertical cursors; co-ordinates indication; variable aspect ratio 
box; and edge blanking lines (analogue and digital). Preset aspect ratios should be switch-selected for all common film 
and television formats down to 4:3. 
 


